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Executive Summary 

Pursuant to House Enrolled Act (HEA) 1006 (2014), the Indiana Criminal Justice 

Institute is required annually to gather data and analyze the impact of Indiana’s criminal 

code reform on local units of government, the Department of Correction, and the judicial 

center. This requirement of the landmark Indiana criminal code reform enacted in 2013-

2015 has no immediate impact on the criminal justice system but bodes well for the legis-

lation’s long-term success. The report is to be provided to the governor and the legislative 

council by July 1 of each year. In early 2015, the Indiana Criminal Justice Institute com-

missioned the Sagamore Institute to conduct the initial study. This report is the first such 

data collection and analysis. 

In the preparation of this report, the Sagamore Institute has received invaluable co-

operation and the provision of data and information from several key sources. It is im-

portant to note that many of 1006’s policy changes took effect less than one year ago, and 

several significant changes have not yet taken effect. Moreover, many of the changes at 

the local level, which together constitute one of the most significant parts of 1006’s re-

forms, have not yet been felt.  

Additionally, the new sentencing structure is only gradually replacing the old. 

While offenders are being charged under the new felony structure, the majority of adjudi-

cations are still being sentenced under the old felony structure; in May 2015, 47 percent 

of the level 6 felony and class D felony adjudications were level 6 felonies. In the higher 

level offenses, the newer level felonies consisted of a much smaller percentage of the ad-

judications. It will take several more years for all the old class felonies to work their way 

out of the system. For these reasons, this initial study can only observe very preliminary 

trends. 

The Sagamore Institute began its work earlier this year by interviewing many rep-

resentatives of the executive, legislative, and judicial branches as well as prosecutors and 

public defenders, law enforcement and community correction officers, and other stake-

holders in an effort to insure that the concerns of each are heard. Sagamore is working 
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with both the Governor’s Management Performance Hub and the Indiana Judicial Cen-

ter’s Evidence-Based Decision-Making working group to share information and heighten 

the profile of Indiana’s reforms both in-state and nationally. Most importantly, Sagamore 

has worked with the data experts from across the state’s criminal justice system to ob-

serve trends in the early implementation of 1006 in Indiana. The bulk of this report fea-

tures charts with the most pertinent data and narrative placing its findings in context of 

the state’s effort to reform its criminal code. 

In addition to the explicit requirements for this report, Sagamore has also sought to 

provide baseline data – information regarding as many aspects of the criminal justice sys-

tem as possible – as of June 30, 2014, in order to collect in one place data against which 

future progress may be measured. 

One of the most frequent themes Sagamore heard from many stakeholders was the 

lack of reliable, centralized data that is readily accessible. Progress is being made: due to 

legislation from the General Assembly and rules promulgated by the Supreme Court, data 

is being collected, stored, and transmitted electronically more than ever before. Neverthe-

less, as discussed below, relevant data is collected and stored by at least twenty-six differ-

ent sources in more than sixty different databases. 

From one of these sources, the Division of Court Administration’s Trial Court 

Technology (“Court Technology”) office, data from electronic abstracts is readily availa-

ble. Sagamore worked closely with Court Technology to obtain most of the charts and ta-

bles collected in this report. From this data, five trends are emerging. First, as would be 

expected, the number of offenders that are charged and sentenced under the revised crim-

inal code is steadily growing. Second, there appears to be marked diversion of felony of-

fenders away from DOC. Third, the criminal code reform’s attempt to revise property and 

substance offense sentencing appears to be paying dividends, as the number of offender-

days at the DOC is falling. Fourth, the number of probation revocations shows some 

signs of decreasing under the revised criminal code, although it is much too early to be 

sure. Finally, due to the increase in suspendible sentences, the number of executed days 

in average sentences appears to be falling. 
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Despite these five emerging trends, it is obvious that only over the next several 

years will the full effect of 1006 be felt. The types of questions yet to be answered can be 

divided into four separate but related categories: sentencing and commitment; prison and 

community correction population; effective treatment and recidivism; and funding for 

each component. The report outlines many such issues for which answers will be sought. 

Finally, the report concludes with four recommendations for future reforms. First, 

despite its progress, Indiana must develop a centralized data system that is more accessi-

ble to all criminal justice stakeholders. Second, to facilitate reliable data, to make crimi-

nal histories more certain, and to assist with reporting criminal statistics, a common, con-

sistent offender number should be used. Third, to allow the continued diversion of low-

level offenders away from the DOC, affirmative steps must be taken to reduce pretrial 

and civil detention in local jails. Finally, to aid in both data collection generally and to 

promote the efforts in the third recommendation, data regarding jail occupancy and bed 

availability must be maintained much more consistently and reliably.  

 

Introduction 
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In 2013, Indiana began a process of substantially revising its criminal code for the 

first time in thirty years. The General Assembly built on this foundation in 2014 and 2015 

by making further revisions to the criminal 

code, by amending the 2013 legislation, and by 

providing funding for the various aspects of 

House Enrolled Act 1006 (2013).  

Among the additions enacted in 2014 

was the requirement that the Indiana Criminal 

Justice Institute (ICJI) “monitor and evaluate 

criminal code reform.” Ind. Code § 5-2-6-

24(b).1 The ICJI is required to “annually gather 

data and analyze the impact of criminal code 

reform on (1) local units of government; (2) 

the department of correction; and (3) the judi-

cial center.” Ind. Code § 5-2-6-24(c). ICJI is to 

prepare an annual report that contains its anal-

ysis before July 1 of each year and provide it to 

the governor and the legislative council. Ind. 

Code § 5-2-6-24(d). The required elements of 

the report are listed in the adjacent sidebar. 

The ICJI commissioned the Sagamore 

Institute to conduct the initial study. Since the 

first year of implementing this landmark legis-

lation was comprised of nascent system 

changes and phased-in policy changes, this ini-

tial report does not attempt to issue a verdict 

                                                           
1 The statute specifically defines “criminal code reform” as the “statutory provisions relating to criminal 
law enacted by P.L.158-2013 and HEA 1006-2014.” Ind. Code § 5-2-6-24(a). 

Required Elements of ICJI’s Criminal 
Code Reform Report  
(Ind. Code § 5-2-6-24): 
(c) The institute shall annually gather data and 
analyze the impact of criminal code reform on: 

(1) local units of government; 
(2) the department of correction; and 
(3) the judicial center. 

. . . 
(e) The report required under this section 
must: 

(1) include an analysis of: 
(A) the effect of criminal code reform 

on: 
(i) county jails; 
(ii) community corrections programs; 
(iii) probation departments; and 
(iv) courts; 

(B) recidivism rates; 
(C) reentry court programs; and 
(D) data relevant to the availability and 
effectiveness of mental health and addic-
tion programs for persons who are at 
risk of entering the criminal justice sys-
tem, who are in the criminal justice sys-
tem, and who have left the criminal jus-
tice system; and 

(2) track the number of requests for sen-
tence modification that are set for hearing 
by the court, including the relief granted by 
the court, if any. . . 

. . . 
 (h) Based on its analysis, the institute shall in-
clude recommendations to improve the crimi-
nal justice system in Indiana, with particular 
emphasis being placed on recommendations 
that relate to sentencing policies and reform. 
(i) The institute shall include research data rele-
vant to its analysis and recommendations in the 
report. 
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on the law’s full effects. Rather, it seeks to establish a baseline understanding of the in-

carceration data by considering three basic questions about the information available: 

A. What we can and do know 

B. What we could but don’t know2 

C. What we can’t know 

In pursuit of answering these questions, Sagamore has begun a multi-dimensional 

and methodologically plural investigation. The first part of this report summarizes the 

vast array of databases and the types of information available to the Indiana criminal jus-

tice system, and to those seeking to study and support it. The strength of this wide and 

varied data collection effort is the sheer amount of data available. The weakness is the 

near complete autonomy of these systems and technologic dis-connectivity between 

them. This gives policymakers partial information at best and misleading reports at worst. 

Second, Sagamore completed a comprehensive set of interviews with key state 

stakeholders – representatives of the executive, legislative, and judicial branches, prose-

cutors and the public defenders, and law enforcement and community corrections, at the 

State and local level – in an effort to insure that the concerns of each are heard. These ef-

forts have also helped to start a dialogue regarding what works (and what does not) in the 

Indiana criminal justice system. 

Third, Sagamore is working with both the Governor’s Management Performance 

Hub and the Indiana Judicial Center’s Evidence-Based Decision Making projects aimed 

at reducing recidivism. This three-party collaboration will expand information sharing 

between the partners and heighten the profile of Indiana’s reforms both in-state and na-

tionally. 

Fourth, and more importantly, Sagamore has worked with the data experts from 

across the state’s criminal justice system to detect patterns and outcomes in the early im-

plementation of HEA 1006 in Indiana. The bulk of this report features charts with the 

                                                           
2 Due to an unavailability of reliable data, this report does not discuss or include significant data regarding 
the availability and effectiveness of mental health and addiction programs. For the same reasons, it does 
not include data regarding requests for sentence modification. 
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most pertinent data and narrative placing its findings in context of the state’s effort to re-

duce recidivism. 

In all of these pursuits, Sagamore seeks to advance a more robust conversation 

about Indiana’s criminal justice system – a system that operates with interactivity, com-

munication, and collaboration to reduce crime and restore health to individuals and com-

munities.  

Because the legislative history of 1006 is more complex than most other legisla-

tion, and because aspects of it have been spread out over the course of three legislative 

sessions, this report begins with a summary of that story. In keeping with the theme of 

what we do and do not know, the following three sections summarize what sources will 

be helpful in obtaining the information necessary to evaluate the impact of 1006, what in-

itial results are being seen, and what are some of the main questions yet to be answered. 

This report concludes with four recommendations for further reforms. 

 

Legislative History of HEA 1006 – First, Second and Third Editions 

The scope and impact of the Indiana criminal code revision in 2013 was extensive 

and groundbreaking. While the legislation was designed to clarify the code and make sen-

tences more proportional, one of its most ambitious goals was to reduce recidivism by 

shifting the care of low-level offenders from the Department of Correction (DOC) to lo-

cal community corrections and to make incarceration of offenders more effective. These 

changes were so extensive that additional legislation was enacted in the 2014 and 2015 

legislative sessions to clarify, revise, and further fund the reforms enacted in 2013. 

Before 2013, the last comprehensive review of the Indiana Criminal Code began 

when Governor Otis Bowen signed an executive order in 1973 reorganizing the Indiana 

Criminal Law Study Commission. The Commission began reworking the Criminal Code 

that same year and finished a proposed final draft in October 1974. The revised Criminal 

Code took effect January 1, 1976.  

Since that time, the Criminal Code has been amended almost every year, but no 

comprehensive review has since been attempted. Too often, amendments were drafted 
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with little attempt to coordinate with existing statutes. The style and format of new crimi-

nal statutes were also often inconsistent with existing ones. As a result, terms were often 

undefined or in conflict with definitions used elsewhere in the Code, and clarity and pre-

dictability were undermined.3 Moreover, there was a growing concern that many sen-

tences were disproportionate to the crimes to which they were attached and that Indiana’s 

prisons could be used more effectively.  

To address these concerns, a Criminal Code Evaluation Commission (CCEC) was 

appointed in 2010, and the CCEC met regularly in 2010, 2011, and 2012. The efforts of 

the CCEC had two related but distinct effects. First, in response to the increasing aware-

ness that more information and reliable data was needed concerning criminal offenders, 

efforts were made to collect, store, and transmit data electronically. Second, comprehen-

sive, cohesive criminal code reform was studied, discussed, drafted, and introduced in the 

General Assembly. 

To meet the need for data, the General Assembly, Indiana courts, and the Indiana 

Department of Correction took concrete action to collect, store, and transmit certain data 

and documents to make procedures more efficient and allow for more accurate data. Dur-

ing the 2012 legislative session, the General Assembly enacted Indiana Code 35-38-1-31, 

which provided that when a court imposed a felony sentence involving a commitment to 

the DOC, “the court shall complete an abstract of judgment in an electronic format ap-

proved by the Department of Correction and the Division of State Court Administration.” 

Abstracts of Judgment were already used and required by the courts to be completed for 

all DOC commitments, but the new statute added additional requirements and data ele-

ments that were not found in the previous Abstract of Judgment documents. 

Shortly after the General Assembly enacted this legislation, the Indiana Supreme 

Court amended the Indiana Criminal Rules of Procedure to include Rule 15.2. This rule 

requires a court to “complete an abstract of judgment in an electronic format approved by 

the Division of State Court Administration” whenever an offender is sentenced for any 

                                                           
3 See Steven Johnson, former Executive Director, Indiana Prosecuting Attorneys Counsel, Presentation to 
CCEC on October 26, 2012, Ex. 1. 
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felony conviction. To make this more feasible for trial courts, the Supreme Court devel-

oped the electronic Abstract of Judgment Application in INcite, under the direction of the 

Records Management Committee.  

As a result of this legislation and rule, statewide conviction and sentencing data is 

readily available to the courts, legislators and other policy makers through the electronic 

abstracts of judgment. Additionally, trial courts have a standardized, electronic method 

for transmitting sentencing information for offenders committed to the Department of 

Correction. 

To address the need for criminal code reform, the CCEC devoted thousands of 

hours to studying the criminal code, researching alternatives, hearing expert testimony, 

and drafting proposed legislation. By October 2012, the Committee had completed the 

draft legislation that would become, when bill numbers were assigned in the 2013 legisla-

tive session, House Bill (HB) 1006. Representative Greg Steuerwald was designated as 

the author of the bill and introduced the proposed legislation.  

The criminal code reform legislation passed both chambers, albeit in a slightly dif-

ferent form. After the conference committee members worked out a compromise, the 

House approved the final bill by a vote of 86-10, while the Senate approved it by a vote 

of 34-15. Governor Pence signed the bill on May 6, 2013, and it was enacted as Public 

Law 158 on May 13, 2013. 

Due to the complexity and scope of HEA 1006, the General Assembly provided 

that the legislation would not take effect until July 1, 2014. This delay allowed the Legis-

lature to propose further amendments and corrections during the 2014 legislative session. 

Indeed, LSA found dozens of “conflicts” between HEA 1006 and other legislation en-

acted in 2013.4 

The General Assembly also realized that it would need additional time to calculate 

what additional funding would be needed to implement the law. As the bill was being 

considered in March 2013, the Department of Correction (DOC) released a report that 

                                                           
4 See Craig Mortell, Report to the Criminal Law and Sentencing Policy Study Committee, August 15, 
2013, at p. 2 and Ex. 1. 
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surprised legislators: it concluded that the bill, which included tougher sentences for vio-

lent and sex crimes and which reduced credit time for good behavior, would increase In-

diana’s rate of incarceration by seventy percent over the next twenty years. This report 

conflicted with LSA’s analysis, which indicated that HEA 1006 would cause a small in-

crease before leading to a significant decrease in the prison population.  

Therefore, in the interim between the 2013 and the 2014 legislative sessions, two 

different studies were completed in an attempt to ascertain the fiscal impact of HEA 

1006. A study by Applied Research Services, Inc., concluded that while HEA 1006’s of-

fense reclassification and new sentencing ranges would lead to shorter sentences, the new 

seventy-five percent time-served requirement5 would increase the overall amount of time 

inmates would serve.6 

In contrast, a study by American Institutes for Research concluded that HEA 1006 

could lead to a reduction in the prison population, but only if Indiana made deliberate ef-

forts to divert 14,000 offenders annually from the DOC and to manage them at the local 

level.7 This effort, AIR explained, would require the General Assembly to budget an ad-

ditional $10.5 million annually to cover shifting treatment and management of offenders 

to local communities.8 

Based on these findings, the 2014 General Assembly introduced HB 1006, along 

with additional proposed legislation, to address the local fiscal impact of HEA 1006-

2013, to reduce recidivism, and to modify the sentencing structure that both the ARS and 

the AIR studies concluded could lead to a growth in the prison population.  

                                                           
5 Before 1006 took effect, Indiana allowed most types of offenders to receive one day of credit for every 
day served; thus, an offender sentenced to serve ten years in the DOC could expect to only serve five 
years. One of the provisions of 1006, however, changed this requirement for most offenders, providing 
instead that an offender receives one day of credit for every three days imprisoned for a crime or confined 
while awaiting trial or sentencing. See Ind. Code § 35-50-6-3.1.  
6 ARS Report at 7. 
7 See AIR Report at 6, 96-100. 
8 See id. at 2, 100. 
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Similarly, the 2015 General Assembly enacted additional legislation insuring that 

community corrections and local mental health were adequately funded. HEA 1001 ap-

proved funding for community corrections in the amount of $52,299,753 in 2015 and 

$63,424,747 in 2016. The Legislature also approved $30 million for mental health and 

addiction services between the two years. 

While some are calling the 2015 legislative additions the capstone to the entire 

criminal code reform, the real work has only just begun. The next section of this report 

summarizes what sources will be helpful in obtaining the information necessary to evalu-

ate the impact of 1006. 
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How We Know What We Know: Sources for Further Evaluation 

One of the primary challenges in evaluating the effect of HEA 1006 is that there is 

no central repository for all criminal justice related statistics. In fact, one recent attempt 

to list the primary sources for criminal justice data found twenty-six providers of data and 

more than sixty different databases. Some but not all of these databases are available on 

the internet. Many are limited to use by Indiana courts and law enforcement officials. A 

few have nearly real-time data; others have lag times of eighteen months or more. Many 

are cumbersome and difficult to use for anyone not experienced with the system; a few 

are easily understood and can be manipulated by the general public. The charts in Appen-

dix A, included with this Report, identify the sources of information, the databases they 

offer, and, where necessary, a brief description of the information available. 

 

What We Do Know: Baseline Data and Emerging Trends 

What do we know?  The first influences of 1006 began to be felt after July 1, 

2014, when many of its significant provisions took effect. Because 1006 only governs of-

fenses occurring on or after July 1, 2014, however, a fuller impact of the legislation will 

not be felt for several years until the offenders governed by the old system have worked 

their way through the system. Most of the emerging trends discussed below relate to Fel-

ony Level 6 felonies (“F6 felonies”), as many more such felonies have worked their way 

through the court system than higher-level felonies. Despite the uncertainty due to the lag 

time of the old offenses still in the system, some initial findings seem to suggest that the 

General Assembly’s goals are being achieved. This report first looks at two sets of base-

line data before reviewing six emerging trends flowing from the reforms brought about 

by 1006.  

 

1. Incarceration Baseline Data 

The first set of baseline data consists of information about inmate population and 

capacity in the Department of Correction and in county jails. The following chart shows 
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that for February 2015, the DOC housed 28,940 inmates, which was five percent under 

its capacity: 

 
DOC Offender Population Statistical Report, February 2015 (available at http://www.in.gov/idoc/2376.htm, last visited May 26, 
2015). 
 

The Indiana DOC conducts annual jail inspections of each of the state’s county 

jails and provides this information to the Indiana Sheriff’s Association. A count of jail 

beds and populations is taken during the inspection. The most recent inspections yield the 

data in the table below, which consists of the date on which the inspection was made, 

each county jail’s available beds, and its jail population: 

  

http://www.in.gov/idoc/2376.htm
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Adams 9/25/2014 57 60 
Allen 8/28/2014 721 741 
Bartholomew 1/24/2014 160 362 
Benton 1/9/2014 18 54 
Blackford 6/26/2014 80 80 
Boone 2/3/2015 126 222 
Brown 1/23/2015 36 117 
Carroll 9/16/2014 44 34 
Cass 7/8/2014 130 208 
Clark 4/21/2015 429 482 
Clay 7/23/2013 107 170 
Clinton 3/6/2014 127 222 
Crawford 5/9/2015 38 81 
Daviess 5/21/2013 132 218 
Dearborn 8/8/2014 253 216 
Decatur 8/22/2013 72 66 
Dekalb 4/22/2015 73 105 
Delaware 5/23/2013 297 221 
Dubois 4/20/2015 78 84 
Elkhart 8/5/2014 643 1002 
Fayette 9/23/2014 129 114 
Floyd 8/5/2014 316 234 
Franklin 9/26/2014 44 75 
Fountain 2/27/2014 22 25 
Fulton 9/11/2014 62 88 
Gibson 7/11/2014 96 120 
Grant 5/6/2015 241 274 
Greene 2/11/2015 75 84 
Hamilton 4/15/2015 302 296 
Hancock 4/1/2015 132 157 
Harrison 5/30/2014 137 175 
Hendricks 10/21/2014 218 252 
Henry 5/1/2015 70 116 
Howard 9/18/2014 365 364 
Huntington 8/21/2013 263 331 
Jackson 6/10/2014 201 172 
Jasper 10/17/2013 61 120 
Jay 10/31/2013 59 140 
Jefferson 10/11/2013 126 109 
Jennings 7/25/2014 110 122 
Johnson 5/13/2014 295 322 
Knox 10/25/2014 198 214 
Kosciusko 2/11/2015 290 331 

LaGrange 6/18/2014 83 242 
Lake 6/5/2014 727 1009 
Laporte 3/20/2015 323 368 
Lawrence 7/8/2014 129 168 
Madison 3/24/2015 171 207 
Marion II 10/2/2014 1043 1030 
Marion I 10/1/2014 1114 1135 
Marshall 6/24/2014 127 239 
Martin 8/15/2014 56 60 
Miami 10/8/2013 126 240 
Monroe 1/15/2015 269 287 
Montgomery 2/5/2015 183 224 
Morgan 2/21/2014 317 439 
Newton 7/24/2014 45 77 
Noble 9/30/2014 142 263 
Orange 3/11/2014 56 92 
Owen 2/25/2014 53 72 
Parke 2/14/2014 57 92 
Perry 9/12/2014 48 143 
Pike 2/18/2014 42 74 
Porter 7/1/2014 433 348 
Posey 10/9/2014 45 62 
Pulaski 8/19/2014 62 128 
Putnam 6/3/2014 94 155 
Randolph 1/27/2015 85 77 
Ripley 8/13/2014 91 124 
Rush 5/13/2013 49 46 
Scott 3/12/2014 102 64 
Shelby 6/17/2014 169 203 
Spencer 6/13/2014 61 71 
Starke 7/15/2014 49 54 
Steuben 7/29/2014 95 175 
St. Joseph  7/7/2014 545 829 
Sullivan 2/20/2014 49 56 
Switzerland 5/23/2014 28 60 
Tippecanoe 8/29/2014 329 553 
Tipton 10/23/2014 22 27 
Union 10/4/2013 22 10 
Vanderburgh 10/9/2014 635 553 
Vermillion 3/14/2014 49 74 
Vigo 9/19/2014 244 267 
Wabash 2/9/2015 89 72 
Warren 3/14/2014 17 42 
Warrick 3/18/2015 78 126 
Washington 1/7/2014 81 56 
Wayne 6/27/2014 274 416 
Wells 9/23/2014 65 94 
White 10/9/2014 112 165 
Whitley 7/22/2014 119 104 
    

  
Total Pop-

ulation 
Total 
Beds 

  16,637  
 
20,452  

Data courtesy of the Indiana Sheriff’s Association. 
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2. Recidivism Baseline  

While attempting to establish a baseline for recidivism in Indiana, it must be rec-

ognized that no single definition is used. Broadly, recidivism is a relapse back into crimi-

nal activity. Several methods are used to measure recidivism. The period to follow a re-

lease is one such question, with three years being the norm. Another issue is at which 

point a genuine relapse has occurred: rearrest, reconviction, or reincarceration. Finally, 

the nature of what constitutes a relapse is also in question, particularly as it relates to 

technical violations, convictions for crimes committed prior to incarceration, and convic-

tions for crimes committed after release.  

Recidivism rates can be defined in terms of correctional success, societal impact, 

or the individual, all leading to different definitions. Ideally, a report would include data 

on rearrest, new convictions, and reincarceration separately at yearly intervals up to 5 

years. Similarly, information on technical violations and time of relapse should be con-

sidered separately in the data. This will allow for easy comparison of data across states 

and improved ability to judge success of specific correctional programs.  

The Indiana Department of Corrections defines recidivism in moderate terms, and 

it has been extremely consistent in its definition. In terms of time, only three years after 

release are considered. Any relapse after that point is not considered recidivism. No re-

cidivism rate is reported for the one-year and two-year points, although the DOC has be-

gun to analyze recidivism at these points (KSM Consulting 2015). In terms of what con-

stitutes a relapse, the DOC only includes reincarceration in its definition of recidivism. 

As such, an individual who is only rearrested, or only rearrested and newly convicted but 

not incarcerated, will not be considered a recidivist.  

The nature of the relapse is not considered, however, so a technical violation, a 

conviction for crime committed before incarceration resulting in reincarceration, and a 

conviction for crime committed after release resulting in reincarceration are all consid-

ered recidivism. While most relapses occur within three years, a significant amount of re-

lapses occur after three years (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2014). Five years would likely 

be a more appropriate time frame. Similarly, it can be argued that rearrest or reconviction 
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both qualify as legitimate relapses. As noted in the previous section, it is important to 

consider what recidivism is intended to measure when defining it.  

The actual Indiana recidivism rate based on this definition is 37.6% for 2014. This 

is a 1.8% increase from 2013. However, rates have varied from 39.3% to 35.8% over the 

past 10 years, so 37.6% should be considered average for Indiana (Indiana Department of 

Corrections 2014). Most of the trends generally associated with recidivism are present in 

Indiana, such as the following: male recidivism greatly outpaces female recidivism. The 

older the individual when released, the less likely they are to recidivate. While most re-

cidivism is the result of technical violations, for 2014 the Indiana Department of Correc-

tions reported 52% of recidivism was caused by the commission of a new crime, with 

48% caused by a technical violation. It appears that Indiana does not differentiate be-

tween crimes committed prior to incarceration and those committed after release in this 

number.  

In consultation with the Governor’s Management and Performance Hub (MPH), a 

report by KSM Consulting noted slightly different recidivism rates in Indiana due to dif-

ferent methodologies and time frames (KSM Consulting, “A Parametric Method for 

Comparing Recidivist Populations,” May 2015). All released offenders from 1973-2014 

were included, and the Bureau of Justice Statistic’s definition of recidivism was used, 

which included rearrests and reconvictions. A 42% recidivism rate was noted after the 

sample size was reduced due to data quality, matching, and completeness issues when at-

tempting to merge the admissions and release records. A 38.6% recidivism rate was noted 

for the same data by the DOC prior to reduction in sample size.  

Due to differences in recidivism definitions, it is difficult to compare Indiana to 

other states or to any “national average.” The Bureau of Justice Statistics report on recidi-

vism across thirty states does not include Indiana (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2014). The 

Pew Center on the States research does, but only in the 2004-2007 period, and not in the 

1999-2002 period. As such, no meaningful analysis of the rise or fall of recidivism over 

time in Indiana compared to other states can readily be made. The Pew Center on the 

States report notes that Indiana reported a recidivism rate of 37.8% for 2007. This is 

slightly below the average recidivism rate of 43.3% (The Pew Center on the States 2011). 

It is unclear whether or not the definition of recidivism was standardized when looking at 
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each state. The Pew Center on the States’ definition of recidivism includes rearrest and 

reconviction, while Indiana does not. The recidivism rate reported for 2007, however, is 

the same for both reports. This seems to suggest that the definition was not standardized. 

Wisconsin and the Pew Center on the States define recidivism differently, and different 

recidivism rates were noted for the same period in the reports of both institutions (Wis-

consin Department of Corrections 2014). Thus, it is unclear whether the definition was 

standardized. At any rate, the Pew Center on the States data seems to suggest that the In-

diana recidivism rate is slightly better than the national average (2011). 

  
3. Offenders charged and convicted under new felony classification.  

The first trend is obvious and expected – offenders are being charged, convicted, 

and sentenced under the new felony classification and sentencing scheme. Convictions 

for F6 offenders rose from twenty in July 2014 to 1,070 in May 2015. These 1,070 con-

victions nearly equaled the 1,195 convictions entered for Class D felony (“FD”) offend-

ers in May 2015. The number of convictions for more serious felonies grew steadily but 

more slowly, from thirty in July 2014 to 377 in May 2015, a number that is slightly more 

than half of the Class A (“FA”) through Class C (“FC”) felony convictions (623) entered 

in May 2015. See Chart 1 and Table 1. 
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Chart 1: All Abstracts 3/1/2014-5/31/2015 

 
Courtesy Indiana Supreme Court, Division of State Court Administration, Trial Court Technology 
(“Court Technology”). Unless indicated otherwise, all following charts and tables provided by Court 
Technology. 
 

Chart 1 shows the total number of abstracts completed by month from March 2014 to 

May 2015. The column for each month is divided into sections representing combined 

FA, FB, and FC cases; FD cases; F1, F2, F3, F4, and F5 cases; and F6 cases. The chart 

shows the new “level” felonies gaining on the old “class” felonies as a percentage of 

cases disposed. The number of F6 felonies was almost equal to FD felonies in May 2015. 

The Table below provides the data from which the chart above was drawn. 
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Table 1 

 

 

4. Diversion of All Levels of Offenders Away From DOC 

Data from completed abstracts suggest that progress is being made toward one of 

the goals of 1006: fewer FD and F6 offenders are being sentenced to the Department of 

Correction. Instead, more offenders are being placed in local programs, including jail, 

probation, and community corrections. For example, in the first three months of 2014, an 

average of 762 offenders was sentenced to the DOC only. In comparison, in the first three 

months of 2015, an average of 655 offenders were sentenced to the DOC only – a de-

crease of 107 offenders per month. Correspondingly, the numbers of offenders committed 

to community corrections grew: in the same periods, offenders sentenced to jail only 

grew slightly from 207 to 227 per month, and offenders committed to community correc-

tions grew from an average of 300 to 311. See Chart 2 and Table 2. 
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Chart 2: F6 and FD Abstracts, January 2014 to May 2015, Total Placements 

 
Chart 2 shows the total number of abstracts completed on FD and F6 felonies each month from January 2014 to May 2015. 

An original abstract documents the initial sentence on a case, as opposed to a sentence modification or a revocation. The 

height of each column corresponds to the number of abstracts completed that month, while the different colors included in 

each column show the placement of the offenders. A court may sentence offenders to a combination of DOC, jail, commu-

nity corrections, or probation. Each color represents sentences to one or more of these options. For example, the “DOC 

Only” category includes offenders sentenced to the DOC without any further placement on community corrections or proba-

tion. The “DOC and Probation” category includes those offenders sentenced to a DOC commitment followed by a term of 

probation. Table 2 below provides the actual numbers from which Chart 2 is drawn. 
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Table 2 
 

 
 

--- ---
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In keeping with the theme of diversion away from the DOC and toward local options, the data indicate that the largest per-

centage of FD and F6 offenders are being placed in county jails and then placed on probation. 

Chart 3: F6 Original Abstracts 7/1/2014-5/31/2015 
Commitment/Placement 

 
Chart 3 shows the original placement of offenders sentenced under the new Level 6 Felonies from July 2014 to May 2015. 

It shows that the largest portion of offenders are being incarcerated in county jails and then placed on probation. The chart 

further demonstrates the growth in the number of offenders being sentenced and committed pursuant to the new sentencing 

scheme pursuant to 1006. Table 3, below, provides the data from which Chart 3 is drawn.  
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Table 3 

 
 

In contrast to the F6 felony commitments, which are growing rapidly in number, the number of FD commitments is falling 

quickly, as demonstrated by Chart 4 and Table 4. At the same time, however, the same theme of placement in county jails 

before entering probation is seen in the placement of FD offenders.  
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Chart 4: FD Original Abstracts 1/1/2014-5/31/2015 
Commitment/Placement  

 

 

Chart 4 shows the eleven types of placements, the relative percentages assigned to each one, and the general decline of com-

mitments to all types of placements as FD offenders work their way out of the system. Table 4 below provides the numbers 

from which Chart 4 above is drawn. 
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Table 4 

 
 

--- --- 
 

As could be anticipated, the decrease in FD and F6 felonies committed to the DOC from January 2014 to May 2015 led to a 

significant decrease in the number of offender days (days in which an offender occupied a bed) in the DOC. See Chart 5 

and Table 5. 
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Chart 5: FD and F6 Abstracts with DOC Commitment 
Number of Abstracts and Number of Offender-days 

Adjusted for Credit Time 
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Chart 5 identifies the combined number of abstracts completed on Class D and Level 6 Felonies from January 2014 to May 

2015 and the number of offender-days associated with those abstracts. The combined number of abstracts is shown by the 

orange line on the Y axis displayed on the right; the number of offender-days is shown by the blue columns with the Y axis 

displayed on the left. This graph shows a decrease in Class D and Level 6 Felonies committed to the DOC over a 17 month 

period, with a corresponding decrease in the number of offender-days. Table 5 below provides the hard data. 

Table 5 
 

 
 
 

--- --- 
 
Similarly, a review of the total number of abstracts (i.e., for all felonies) completed within this same period indi-

cates that there was a decrease in the number of offenders committed to the DOC over the same period. 
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Chart 6: January 2014 to May 2015 All Abstracts with DOC Commitment 
Total Abstracts and Number of Offender-days 

Adjusted for Credit Time 
 

 
As with the F6 and FD felonies illustrated in Chart 5 above, Chart 6 here shows the total number of abstracts completed on 

all felonies from January 2014 to May 2015 and the number of offender-days associated with those abstracts. Once again, 

the total number of abstracts is shown by the orange line on the Y axis displayed on the right, while the number of offender-
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days is shown by the blue columns with the Y axis displayed on the left. This graph shows a decrease in offenders commit-

ted to the DOC over a 17-month span. Table 6 below provides the data from which this chart is drawn. 

 
Table 6 

 

 
 

--- --- 
 
It is also helpful to break out the total commitments by offense type. The following chart and table perform this function. 
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Chart 7: All Abstracts, January 2014 to May 2015, with Type of Commitment 
Adjusted for Credit Time 

 
 

Chart 7 and Table 7, from which Chart 7 is drawn, demonstrate that the total executed days imposed in February 2015 was 

28% less than in February 2014. 
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Table 7 

 

 
 

--- --- 
 

One of the most striking illustrations of the importance of the diversion of low-level offenders from the DOC to community 

corrections is shown in the following chart and data. The data demonstrates that the number of F6 offenders placed solely in 

the DOC is roughly similar to the number receiving split sentences: in Table 3 above, 18 offenders were sent to the DOC 

and community corrections (CC); 23 were committed to DOC, CC, and probation; and 511 were committed to DOC and 

probation – a total of 552. Meanwhile, 577 offenders were committed solely to the DOC. Nevertheless, as Chart 8 illus-

trates, the offenders placed solely in the DOC account for nearly three times as many offender days at the DOC (72,521 in 

February 2015) as the split sentences combined (24,517 in February 2015). 
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Chart 8: F6 Abstracts, July 2014 to May 2015, with DOC Commitment 
Adjusted for Credit Time 

 

 
Each column in Chart 8 shows the total number of offender-days sentenced to the DOC in each month and in each category 

of placement. One bed-day reflects one offender sentenced for one day (thus one offender sentenced to 100 days has the 

same impact as 100 offenders sentenced to one day). The numbers at the top of the column indicate the number of offender-

days sentenced to the DOC for that category and do not reflect the length of sentence on probation or community correc-

tions. Again, this graph shows that offenders sentenced to a split sentence have much less impact on the DOC in terms of 

offender-days than those sentenced to a straight sentence. 
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The trend in FD/F6 placements in which community corrections is seen as a viable alternative to solely committing 

an offender to the DOC seems to be appearing increasingly as an option with regard to felonies as a whole, as illustrated in 

the following two charts and two tables.  

Chart 9 shows the total number of original abstracts completed each month from January 2014 to May 2015. An 

original abstract documents the initial sentence on a case, as opposed to a sentence modification or a revocation. The height 

of each column corresponds to the number of abstracts completed that month, while the different colors included in each 

column show the placement of the offenders. A court may sentence offenders to a combination of DOC, jail, community 

corrections, and probation. Each color represents sentences to one or more of these options. For example, the “DOC Only” 

category includes offenders sentenced to the DOC without any further placement on community corrections or probation. 

The “DOC and Probation” category includes those offenders sentenced to a DOC commitment followed by a term of proba-

tion.  
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Chart 9: January 2014 to May 2015 Placements, All Felonies, Original Sentence 
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Table 9 contains the numbers from which Chart 9 is drawn: 

 
Table 9 
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Chart 10 provides a slightly different perspective on the same data; instead of presenting columns showing the relative num-

ber of abstracts each month, Chart 10 provides the percentages for each type of placement: 

 
Chart 10: Percent of Placements, Original Sentences 

 
 

Each bar in Chart 10 represents 100% of the abstracts completed in that month and shows the percentage of each placement 

type. In the time represented here, there has been an increase in the placements in all categories not involving a DOC place-

ment, and a decrease in most commitments involving a DOC placement. Table 10 provides the precise percentages for each 

month and placement. 
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Table 10  
 

 
 
 

  
 

5.  Influence of Revised Sentencing Scheme on Property and Substance Offense Sentencing 

One of the key efforts of 1006 was an effort to more proportionally sentence property crimes and to reduce the pen-

alty for many substance-related crimes. Initial findings suggest that due to sentencing changes for burglary and theft, there 

will be a significant decrease in the number of total offender-days sentenced to DOC.  
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Chart 11: Offenses against Property 
January 2014 to May 2015 

 

 
Chart 11 graphs the total number of offender days as sentenced to the DOC. The vertical columns are broken down by 

offense level and adjusted to reflect credit time for good behavior. This chart represents burglary and theft offenses. 

Penalties were reduced for both under HEA 1006. The great majority of offender days here are taken by Class felons. These 
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numbers are likely to continue to shrink due to reduced penalties and removal of mandatory minimum sentences under the 

new sentencing scheme. Table 11a provides the date from which this chart is drawn, while Table 11b provides additional 

information. 

Table 11a 
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Table 11b 

 
 
Table 11b shows the average number of days per abstract sentenced for each felony type from March 1, 2014 to May 30, 

2015. It shows only original abstracts sentenced to the DOC for property crimes. 

Similarly, early data indicate that due to sentencing changes for substance offenses, there will be a decrease in the 

number of total offender-days sentenced to DOC. See Chart 12 and Tables 12a and 12b. 
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Chart 12: Substance Offenses, January 2014 to May 2015, Original Sentences 
Total Offender-Days sentenced to DOC 

 

 
Chart 12 graphs the total number of offender days as sentenced to the DOC. The vertical columns are broken down by 

offense level and adjusted to reflect credit time for good behavior. Penalties were reduced by 1006 for many substance 

abuse offenses. Minimum sentences for these offenses may be suspended. Most of the felons currently being sentenced fall 
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under the old law (Felony Classes) where mandatory minimums sentences apply. The FB and FA column numbers should 

continue to drop significantly as these offenses wash out of the system. The data in Table 12a was used to graph this chart. 

 
Table 12a 
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Table 12b  

 

  
 

Table 12b shows the average number of days per abstract sentenced for each felony type from March 1, 2014 to May 30, 

2015. It shows only original abstracts sentenced to the DOC for substance crimes. (Note: the 9,588 day sentence in October 

2014 for the F3 felony was enhanced by twenty years for being a habitual offender.) 
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6.  Impact on Probation Revocations 

The impact of the criminal code sentencing reforms is also being felt in probation revocations. A revocation abstract 

is completed on a felony case where the court revokes a placement on any type of community correction. The abstract revo-

cation data indicates that since January 2014, there have been several sharp reductions in the percentage of revocations re-

sulting in commitments to the DOC, countered by corresponding increases therein. To draw effective conclusions on the 

impact of probation revocations under 1006, however, more time must pass for further data collection. 

Chart 13: Total D Felony Abstracts Completed on Revocations for Technical Violations 
January 2014 to May 2015 
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Table 13 provides the data from which Chart 13 was drawn: 

Table 13 

 
 

7.  Dramatic Rise in Suspendible Offenses 

Another significant feature of 1006 is that many offenses that were formerly non-suspendible may now be sus-

pended. By way of background, once an offender is convicted, a probation officer prepares a presentence investigation re-

port (PSI) before the offender is sentenced. The probation officer indicates on the PSI whether the offense is non-suspendi-

ble.9 If an offense is non-suspendible, the court may suspend only that portion of the sentence that is in excess of the mini-

mum; in other words, the court must sentence the person to at least the minimum amount of executed time. HEA 1006 elim-

inated many situations in which an offense is non-suspendible.  

                                                           
9 An offense may be non-suspendible under one of three statutes: Indiana Code §§ 35-50-2-2, 35-50-2-2.1 or 35-50-2.2. 
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An analysis of the presentence reports completed between July 1, 2012 and May 28, 2015 was recently completed, 

with the results in the charts and tables below. Most striking is the contrast between the percentage of sentences before and 

after July 1, 2014, when 1006 took effect. This difference suggests that courts may be much more likely to suspend sen-

tences of all types, not just the lower-level F6 felonies, and that as a result incarceration rates may be shorter, as the follow-

ing charts and tables illustrate. 

Chart 14 and its accompanying table illustrate the number of suspendible versus non-suspendible sentences from Jan-

uary 2012 through June 2013, broken down by felony type.  

Chart 15 and its accompanying table cover the same amount of time, but illustrate and document the percentages of 

suspendible versus non-suspendible.  
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Chart 14 
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Chart 15 
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Charts 16 and 17, below, provide suspendibility numbers that are very similar to the numbers (adjusted for differences in 

time) and percentages to Charts 14 and 15 above. Indeed, the percentages between Charts 15 and 17 are all within four per-

centage points or less of each other. 
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Chart 16: Suspendibility, July 2013 through June 2014 
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Chart 17: Suspendibility, July 2013 through June 2014, Percentages 
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In Chart 18, however, which covers July 2014 to May 28, 2015, the difference is readily apparent, both between types of 

offenses and between the first four charts in this section. 

Chart 18: Suspendibility post-1006 
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Chart 19: Suspendibility post-1006, Percentages 
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Chart 19 shows the same data as Chart 18, but depicts percentages instead of numbers. 

What is less obvious – and more important – is how much of an impact the increase of suspendible sentences will 

have. Chart 20 compares the average sentences between suspendible and non-suspendible sentences for offenders commit-

ted to the Department of Correction. As would be expected, sentences that are suspendible are shorter on average than those 

that are not. Further study will be required, however, to ascertain how frequently and to what extent courts post-1006 actu-

ally suspend sentences compared to pre-1006. 
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Chart 20: Average Sentences (Executed Days in DOC adjusted for credit time) 

January 2014 through May 2015 
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This chart shows the average sentences on cases that had PSIs completed from January 1, 2014, to May 30, 2015, and origi-

nal abstracts with DOC commitments. The “Grand Total” is the average sentence length of all sentences in each column.
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What We Don’t Know: Questions for Future Study 

As discussed above, we have much to learn about how 1006 will work and what 

impact it may have. Questions can be divided into four general categories, each separate 

but tightly interwoven: sentencing and commitment; prison and community correction 

population; effective treatment and recidivism; and funding for each component. 

A. Sentencing and commitment 

Due to the recent implementation of 1006 and the correspondingly short time for 

offenses to occur, for offenders to be charged with the new felony level offenses, and for 

them to be tried and sentenced, how 1006 will be fully implemented is unknown. Even 

more of an issue is how judges may alter their sentencing practices in light of the new 

levels and the seventy-five percent credit time requirement. Similarly, how can problem-

solving courts assist with 1006’s reforms? And as discussed above, due to the greater 

freedom judges have to suspend sentences, how frequently and extensively will courts 

exercise their ability to suspend more of offenders’ sentences? What have other states 

done with regard to “truth in sentencing” and how might it compare to the reforms of 

1006?  

B. Prison and community correction population 

The AIR and ARS studies concluded that, as of late 2013, HEA 1006 would actu-

ally increase the number of offenders in the Indiana DOC. To address this, the General 

Assembly made various changes in 2014 and 2015. Nevertheless, it is far from certain 

whether those changes will be effective. The AIR study suggested that the DOC could 

avoid overcrowding, but only if 14,000 offenders – mostly F6 offenders – were diverted 

from the DOC to community corrections. The DOC has a bed count of 28,000. But 

merely saying DOC has 28,000 beds available is too simplistic an approach. Only about 

three thousand beds are designed for minimum security offenders. So, for example, if the 

effect of 1006 were to eliminate many of the F6 offenders from the DOC, it would not 

necessarily be the case that the remaining offenders could take the beds formerly occu-

pied by F6/FD offenders. A detailed analysis of the bed system must be undertaken. 
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Furthermore, as mentioned above, with the seventy-five percent requirement for 

more serious offenses, will the prison population expand, requiring the construction of 

additional prisons? 

Similarly, there is significant concern at the county level that the county jails will 

not be able to handle the F6 offenders who formerly would have gone to the DOC. An in-

itial problem is that the precise number of jail beds is uncertain. While the most recent 

survey found the number of permanent beds to be approximately 20,450, this number 

may not be entirely accurate due to varying methods of counting permanent beds by the 

county jails.10 The Indiana Sheriff’s Association is in the process of surveying the county 

jails and should have this information within the next year. This survey will be helpful in 

determining what volume of offenders the jails will be able to accommodate. 

Additionally, further information should be ascertained regarding probation and 

parole violations. What percentage was for technical violations versus new crimes? How 

many violations resulted in revocations to prison or jail? What were the most common 

behaviors resulting in a violations? How many jail beds were used for probation viola-

tors? How many jail beds were used for civil violations? 

C. Effective treatment and recidivism 

Many pressing questions remain unanswered in this area. Will keeping offenders 

local instead of sending them to the DOC help or hinder recidivism? What effect will 

1006’s reforms have on probation, reentry programs, alcohol and mental health treatment, 

work release, and other community corrections? Specifically, what can be done to ad-

dress probation violations, which is a key driver to increasing the prison population? 

D. Funding 

The General Assembly in 2015 appropriated funds for community corrections; in 

previous sessions, other amounts have been awarded to make possible the reforms that 

                                                           
10 The uncertainty regarding the actual bed count stems from various methods of counting beds. The Indi-
ana Jail Standards define a “bed” as “a permanently installed fixture used for sleeping that is elevated at 
least twelve (12) inches off the floor.” 210 IAC 3-2-2(c). Nevertheless, in some cases, detox benches, 
padded cells without beds, and temporary cots are counted as “permanent” beds.  
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1006 seeks to make. Are these amounts sufficient? Or should they be distributed other-

wise? 

 
Recommendations for Continuing Reform  

  Each of the four following recommended reforms flow directly from the issues ad-

dressed throughout this report: the need to centralize information and track offenders and 

the importance of allowing communities to fulfill the role assigned to them when offend-

ers are diverted from the DOC.  

A. Data Collection, Management, and Sharing 

Indiana is one of only a few states without a centralized data system. As discussed 

and demonstrated above, the data necessary to analyze the 1006 criminal code revisions 

is scattered among multiple agencies, three branches of government, dozens of case man-

agement systems, hundreds of law enforcement bodies, and numerous other sources. Few 

if any of these data sources communicate easily with one another. Data sharing between 

the primary stakeholders has been almost non-existent, with major parties clueless about 

vital statistics from other parts of the system. 

Of course, there is no quick, easy fix to this problem. Certain sources want to hold 

onto their information and are reluctant to share it for a variety of reasons: a) it is confi-

dential, due to personally identifiable information or because it is used for law enforce-

ment purposes; b) it was developed or obtained through the investment of the organiza-

tion’s time or money, and the organization seeks just compensation for its investment; c) 

the possessor of the information wants to be able to control how the data is used; or d) the 

information comes from an on-going process that could be misunderstood if care is not 

given to its presentation and explanation. Other sources of information are willing to 

share but do not have the ability to easily propagate the data to parties interested in re-

ceiving it. 

B. Assignment of Offender Numbers 

When an individual is arrested in Indiana, he is fingerprinted on a LiveScan and 

the prints receive a transaction control number (TCN). The prints are sent to the Indiana 
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State Police (ISP) and a state identification number (SID) is assigned. Subsequently the 

ISP attaches the SID to the TCN. While the Indiana prosecutor’s case management sys-

tem receives both the SID and the TCN from the ISP, the courts do not receive the SID 

number from either the ISP or prosecutors. Only recently did the Supreme Court begin 

requiring prosecutors to include the TCN with their appearances filed with the court. De-

pending on the Indiana county in which the individual is arrested, he may be assigned ad-

ditional numbers at various stages in the arrest, booking, and charging stages. Finally, if 

the individual is convicted and committed to the DOC, he will be assigned a DOC num-

ber. 

After this person is released from the DOC, if he is arrested in another county, the 

process begins again. Because the new county’s data management system may not “talk” 

to the original county’s system, no consistent numbering is assured. Only his SID number 

and DOC identification will be the same, but there is no assurance that the individual’s 

SID will follow him and be available to the arresting officer, prosecutor, or court. Simi-

larly, the individual’s DOC number will not be used unless and until he returns to the 

DOC. 

To aid in identification, to help measure recidivism, and to assist with crime re-

porting statistics, we recommend that an individual’s SID follow an individual and be 

used at every step of the process that it is available. The SID should be used at an individ-

ual’s arrest and booking (if a SID has already been assigned from a previous arrest), 

charging, prosecution, conviction, and commitment, regardless whether the individual is 

sentenced to the DOC, probation, community correction, or work release.  

C. Pretrial Jail Use Reduction 

As noted in the introduction to this report, one of the goals of Indiana’s criminal 

code reform was to make incarceration more effective. Particularly as Level 6 offenders 

are shifted from the DOC to local jails, the importance of examining the use of local jails 

becomes more important.  

Several policies can be implemented to reduce the need for pretrial jailing, such as 

increased use of bail, increased probationary measures, as well as release on one’s own 
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recognizance. Additional means of mitigating the risk of suspect-flight include various 

probationary measures. These include visits or phone calls to a probation officer, drug 

testing, or community service, and are meant to serve as requirements that serve as proof 

of the suspect’s good behavior and insure they have not fled. Lastly, a suspect may be re-

leased on his or her own recognizance. In this case, a judge may determine that as a result 

of the suspect’s community ties, offense, or personality, he or she is a low flight risk and 

can be trusted to return for trial. 

For many offenders, pretrial supervision can be the difference between incarcera-

tion and probation at the time of their sentencing.11 Providing an effective means to 

demonstrate social capabilities before a judge allows for more appropriate punishment, as 

well as reduces the costs incurred by the state over the course of the process.12 According 

to one study, pretrial detention is the single strongest variable when evaluating the likeli-

hood of post-conviction incarceration.13  

Focusing on supervised release rather than pretrial detention allows the state to 

save a significant amount of resources. In Baltimore, Maryland, a suspect held in jail will 

cost the state between $100 and $160 per day.14 In contrast, the same suspect would re-

quire simply $2.50 of state investment in a pretrial supervision program.15 At that rate, 

releasing 1,000 suspects to supervision for the pretrial average 30 days would save the 

state more than $2.9 million dollars.16 Were such a policy enacted in Indiana, many jail 

beds would be freed for other purposes. 

                                                           
11 Vera Institute of Justice. The Potential of Community Corrections: To Improve Communities and Re-
duce Incarceration. New York, NY: Vera Institute of Justice, 2013 (available at 
http://www.vera.org/sites/default/files/resources/downloads/potential-of-community-corrections.pdf; last 
visited June 3, 2015). 
12 Id. 
13 Id. 
14 Tracy Velázquez. Baltimore Behind Bars: How to Reduce the Jail Population, Save Money, and Im-
prove Public Safety. Justice Policy Institute: Baltimore, MD, 2010 (available at http://www.justicepol-
icy.org/images/upload/10-06_rep_baltbehindbars_md-ps-ac-rd.pdf; last visited June 3, 2015. 
15 Id. 
16 Id. 

http://www.vera.org/sites/default/files/resources/downloads/potential-of-community-corrections.pdf
http://www.justicepolicy.org/images/upload/10-06_rep_baltbehindbars_md-ps-ac-rd.pdf
http://www.justicepolicy.org/images/upload/10-06_rep_baltbehindbars_md-ps-ac-rd.pdf
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Indiana may consider the example of Washington, D.C., where the Pretrial Ser-

vices Agency for the District of Columbia (PSA) has emerged as a national leader in es-

tablishing effective policies to reduce pretrial jail use and financial bail, while insuring 

that defendants attend court appearances and promoting public safety. Working in collab-

oration with the Court Services and Offender Supervision Agency for the District of Co-

lumbia (CSOSA), the PSA has provided exceptional results. 

The PSA works with defendants through several parts: the Court Services Program 

(CSP), the Supervision Program, and the Treatment Program.17 The CSP itself is then di-

vided into multiple departments. The Diagnostic Unit conducts interviews with defend-

ants, conducts background checks, and analyzes criminal history to provide a recommen-

dation to the judiciary regarding his or her pretrial release.18 The Release Services Unit 

then conducts an interview to explain the terms and consequences of the release, and is in 

charge of investigating warrants for those that fail to appear.19 The third section is the 

Drug Testing and Compliance Unit, which works in collaboration with the above to pro-

vide information on defendants and substance abuse problems to improve the results of 

the release.20 

The Supervision Program oversees defendants during their time on release, and 

has three categories of supervision: General Supervision, High Risk Supervision, which 

includes home confinement, and Supervision for Special Populations, which includes ac-

commodations for mental health and substance abuse problems.21 These divided catego-

ries allow the PSA to track and evaluate the needs of risk-tiered defendants to best utilize 

the agency’s resources, and to meet the goal of pretrial release as standard. 

                                                           
17 “Congressional Budget Justification and Performance Budget Request: Fiscal Year 2015.” Pretrial Ser-
vices Agency for the District of Columbia. (March 2014) (available at http://www.psa.gov/sites/de-
fault/files/FY2015%20PSA%20Congressional%20Budget%20Justification_0.pdf, page 9; last visited 
June 8, 2015). 
18 Id. 
19 Id.at 10. 
20 Id. at 11. 
21 “Defendant Supervision.” Pretrial Services Agency for the District of Columbia (available at 
http://www.psa.gov/?q=programs/defendent_supervision; last visited June 8, 2015). 

http://www.psa.gov/sites/default/files/FY2015%20PSA%20Congressional%20Budget%20Justification_0.pdf
http://www.psa.gov/sites/default/files/FY2015%20PSA%20Congressional%20Budget%20Justification_0.pdf
http://www.psa.gov/?q=programs/defendent_supervision
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Lastly, the Treatment Program is a wide-ranging department that maintains several 

initiatives to effectively respond to defendants struggling with drug, alcohol, and mental 

health problems. Drug Court, the Sanction-Based Treatment Track, and the Specialized 

Supervision Unit all work to provide specialized attention for those dealing with such dif-

ficulties.22 

The Washington, D.C. approach has proven to be dramatically successful. In 2012, 

88% of defendants met the terms of their release, a 13% jump from the year’s target.23 

89% were not arrested during the time of their release, and attended all mandatory court 

appearances, and only 1% were rearrested for a violent crime.24  

Despite establishing a policy that reduces the use of financial bond to 4% of cases 

and sets pretrial release as the standard, the District of Columbia has kept the rate of rear-

rests at 15% or below, even among drug-using defendants.25 This significant reduction in 

the use of pretrial jailing has not led to a rise in crime rates, but will certainly save the 

city money.26 Their progressive policies are considered by the American Bar Association 

(ABA) to be among the best in the nation at meeting the ABA Pretrial Release Standards, 

and are a significant model for those utilized in other successful localities.27 

The policies enacted in Washington, D.C. regarding pretrial release have been 

copied throughout the United States. Kentucky does not permit bail bonding for profit28 

and utilizes a system similar to that of Washington’s for the evaluation of defendants. In-

                                                           
22 “Treatment and Related Services.” Pretrial Services Agency for the District of Columbia (available at 
http://www.psa.gov/?q=programs/treatment_services; last visited June 8, 2015). 
23 “Performance Measures.” Pretrial Services Agency for the District of Columbia (available at 
http://www.psa.gov/?q=data/performance_measures; last visited June 8, 2015). 
24 Id. 
25 Id. 
26 “Freedom and Money – Bail in America.” Pretrial Services Agency for the District of Columbia (avail-
able at http://www.psa.gov/?q=node/97; last visited June 8, 2015). 
27 Frequently Asked Questions About Pretrial Decision Making, American Bar Association (available at 
http://www.nacdl.org/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=25187, page 5; last visited June 8, 2015).  
28 Kentucky Court of Justice, Interview Process and Release Alternatives (available at 
http://courts.ky.gov/courtprograms/pretrialservices/Pages/interviewrelease.aspx; last visited June 8, 
2015). 

http://www.psa.gov/?q=programs/treatment_services
http://www.psa.gov/?q=data/performance_measures
http://www.psa.gov/?q=node/97
http://www.nacdl.org/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=25187
http://courts.ky.gov/courtprograms/pretrialservices/Pages/interviewrelease.aspx
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terviews take place no more than 12 hours following an arrest, and then through a risk as-

sessment, are considered for a recommendation to the court.29 Unlike Washington, which 

determines the course of release through the Pretrial Services Agency, defendants are al-

lowed the opportunity to apply for various release options, including both detention and 

one’s own recognizance.30 According to the ABA, 74% of defendants are released pend-

ing trial.31 Among that group, 92% attended all court appearances, and 93% did not 

reoffend prior to their trial.32 

In Indiana, the Supreme Court Committee was requested by the Indiana Supreme 

Court to conduct an evaluation of possible pretrial release programs in December 2014. 

In doing so, the Court hoped to see the establishment of a program like that of Washing-

ton, D.C., with a focus on pretrial release and reduction of monetary bail use.33 In De-

cember 2014, the Indiana Supreme Court issued a $40,000 grant to the Monroe Circuit 

Court Probation Department to establish a pilot pretrial release program.34 The program 

includes offender screening by probation officers and evaluation, as well as automated 

phone calls for court reminders.35  

In addition to pretrial jail detention, Indiana should also reconsider use of its jails 

for non-criminal detention. Evidence from certain counties indicates that the majority of 

jail beds are occupied by civil offenders – persons who have failed to appear for a hear-

ing, individuals who have failed to pay child support or who have had a body attachment. 

While jailing such individuals may have the desired effect of inducing certain behavior, 

the State should consider whether this is the best use of the local jail’s limited beds. 

                                                           
29 Id. 
30 Frequently Asked Questions About Pretrial Decision Making, American Bar Association (available at 
http://www.nacdl.org/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=25187, page 5; last visited June 8, 2015).  
31 Id.  
32 Id. 
33 Chief Justice Loretta Rush, Indiana Supreme Court, Order on Pretrial Release (2014) (available at 
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/files/order-other-2014-94S00-1412-MS-757.pdf; last visited June 8, 2015). 
34 Gretchen Frazee, Monroe County Probation Pilot Program Could Be State Model, Indiana Public Me-
dia News (2014) (available at http://indianapublicmedia.org/news/monroe-county-probations-pilot-pro-
gram-state-model-76187/; last visited June 8, 2015) 
35 Id. 

http://www.nacdl.org/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=25187
http://www.in.gov/judiciary/files/order-other-2014-94S00-1412-MS-757.pdf
http://indianapublicmedia.org/news/monroe-county-probations-pilot-program-state-model-76187/
http://indianapublicmedia.org/news/monroe-county-probations-pilot-program-state-model-76187/
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Reducing pretrial jail detention and civil incarceration may be an excellent means 

to free Indiana’s jails. By allowing more offenders to be released under supervision, the 

State should see reduced recidivism, a lowered strain on resources, and an increased abil-

ity to concentrate on high-risk offenders. 

 
D. Jail Data Collection 

A common theme throughout this report has been the difficulty of obtaining data 

necessary to analyze the reforms that 1006 seeks to implement. Both with regard to gen-

eral jail populations, as discussed in the baseline section above, and also in the context of 

reducing pretrial jail use, discussed immediately above, the lack of reliable jail data is a 

hindrance. Although Indiana jails are required to be inspected regularly, and this data is 

reported to the DOC, individual jails may define beds differently.  

Due to varying methods of counting jail beds, a survey counting Indiana jail beds, 

such as the one being conducted by the Indiana Sheriff’s Association, should be imple-

mented as soon as possible. 

 

 


